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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate highly efficient exciplex delayed-fluorescence organic light-
emitt ing diodes (OLEDs) in which 4,4′ ,4″-tr is[3-methylphenyl(phenyl)-
aminotriphenylamine (m-MTDATA) and 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (Bphen) were
selected as donor and acceptor components, respectively. Our m-MTDATA:Bphen exciplex
electroluminescence (EL) mechanism is based on reverse intersystem crossing (RISC) from
the triplet to singlet excited states. As a result, an external quantum efficiency (EQE) of
7.79% at 10 mA/cm2 was observed, which increases by 3.2 and 1.5 times over that reported
in Nat. Photonics 2012, 6, 253 and Appl. Phys. Lett. 2012, 101, 023306, respectively. The high
EQE would be attributed to a very easy RISC process because the energy difference between the singlet and triplet excited states
is almost around zero. The verdict was proven by photoluminescence (PL) rate analysis at different temperatures and time-
resolved spectral analysis. Besides, the study of the transient PL process indicates that the presence of an unbalanced charge in
exciplex EL devices is responsible for the low EQE and high-efficiency roll-off. When the exciplex devices were placed in a 100
mT magnetic field, the permanently positive magnetoelectroluminescence and magnetoconductivity were observed. The
magnetic properties confirm that the efficient exciplex EL only originates from delayed fluorescence via RISC processes but is not
related to the triplet−triplet annihilation process.
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Because organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) have been
applied in panel displays and solid-state lightings, various

organic electroluminescence (EL) devices and materials have
been developed. Especially, the fluorescent and phosphorescent
materials and devices have attracted extensive interest.1,2 It is
generally recognized that fluorescence is resulted from singlet
exciton, while phosphorescence emission arises from triplet
excition, which provides a maximum theoretical internal
quantum efficiency (IQE) of 100%.3 For example, devices
with the complex tris(2-phenylpyridinato)iridium(III) [Ir-
(ppy)3] as the emitter have high efficiency owing to the
heavy-atom effect.4 Although EL devices with iridium
complexes could offer high IQE, there are still many
disadvantages, such as a serious efficiency roll-off at high
current density and high application cost.5 The fluorescent
OLEDs have high working stability but only have a lower
maximum IQE of 25%.6,7

In view of the above disadvantages in fluorescence and
phosphorescence OLEDs, great efforts have been devoted to
harvest triplet excited states via reverse intersystem crossing
(RISC). RISC of the triplet (T) to singlet (S) excited states
require a small energy gap (ΔE S−T) between the S and T
excited states. Usually, there are three typical excited states
possessing small ΔES−T, i.e., a D/A exciplex, an intramolecular

charge-transfer (CT) state, and a dimer state, respectively.
Generally, the exciplex state exhibits either a positive or
negative ΔES−T value,

8,9 the intramolecular CT state usually has
a negative or zero ΔES−T value,10−13 and the calculated dimer
state mostly possesses a lower positive ΔES−T value.14,15

Recently, the Adachi group first demonstrated a higher external
quantum efficiency (EQE) than the fluorescent limit of 5% by
using an efficient RISC process based on a thermally activated
delayed fluorescence mechanism.9 The RISC mechanism is
considered an up-converted process from the T to S level, and a
small ΔES−T value is required.
In this study, we report a strategy to realize more high-

efficiency OLEDs via a RISC process. The energy difference
(ΔES−T) between the S and T excited states in our exciplex
device almost even equals zero; i.e., ΔES−T is smaller than that
of general delayed fluorescence of the intermolecular exciplex
OLEDs. This is a very important route for the material
selection and ingenious design of exciplex OLED struc-
tures.16−18 The small ΔES−T value is proven by PL rate analysis
at different temperatures and time-resolved spectral analysis,
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respectively. The maximum EQE of the optimized device is
7.79% at 10 mA/cm2 with a brightness of 2190 cd/m2 and a
low efficiency roll-off of 41% at 100 mA/cm2. This result is
higher than those reported by refs 9 and 28, in which EQE is
2.50% and 5.00% at 10 mA/cm2 with efficiency roll-off values of
87% and 80% at 100 mA/cm2, respectively. Furthermore, the
exciplex OLED also provides high EL intensity composed of a
current efficiency of 20.90 cd/A, a maximum power efficiency

of 12.97 lm/W and a maximum luminance of 16418 cd/m2. To
investigate the limiting factors of the device EQE and its
efficiency roll-off, the transient EL characteristics of the devices
with various D:A molar ratios and the TPBi device were
studied. The results suggest that devices with poor charge
balance suffer greatly from singlet exciplex quenching induced
by polaron and triplet exciplex states. On the other hand,
permanent magnetoelectroluminescence (MEL) and magneto-

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structures of m-MTDATA, Bphen, and TPBi. (b) Fluorescence spectra of neat m-MTDATA and Bphen films and a m-
MTDATA:70 mol % Bphen mixed film at 300 K as well as the EL spectrum of a device with the mixed layer (device A). (c) PL of a neat TPBi film
and a m-MTDATA:50 mol % TPBi mixed film at 300 K as well as the EL spectrum of a device with a mixed layer of m-MTDATA:50 mol % TPBi
(device D). (d) Time-resolved PL spectrum of a m-MTDATA:70 mol % Bphen mixed film at 77 K.

Table 1. EL Parameters of Devices with Different Structures

device structure
maximum
EQE (%)

maximum EL
luminance
(cd/m2)

current
efficiency
(cd/A)

power efficiency
(lm/W) at 10

mA/cm2

PL
efficiency

(%)

singlet exciplex
formation
fraction (%)

device A ITO/m-MTDATA (27 nm)/m-MTDATA:70 mol %
Bphen (23 nm)/Bphen (20 nm)/Alq3 (13 nm)/LiF (1
nm)/Al (80 nm)

7.79 16418 20.90 11.95 15 ± 3 173−260

device B ITO/m-MTDATA (20 nm)/m-MTDATA:70 mol %
Bphen (27 nm)/Bphen (20 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (80
nm)

5.70 10720 17.12 11.62 15 ± 3 127−190

device C ITO/m-MTDATA (20 nm)/50 mol % m-MTDATA:
Bphen (27 nm)/Bphen (20 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (80
nm)

5.49 12812 14.73 9.08 17 ± 3 108−161

device D ITO/m-MTDATA (30 nm)/m-MTDATA:50 mol %
TPBi (17 nm)/TPBi (27 nm)/(BCP) (7 nm)/LiF (1
nm)/Al (80 nm

6.85 7556 18.80 6.10 17 ± 3 134−201
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conductivity (MC) of our exciplex device under 100 mT
magnetic field were also determined. The experimental results
provided that both exciton and exciplex triplet−triplet
annihilation (TTA) are not dominant processes but the spin
statistic is still out of thermal equilibrium.19,20

The chemical structures of 4,4′,4″-tris[3-methylphenyl-
(phenyl)aminotriphenylamine (m-MTDATA), 4,7-diphenyl-
1,10-phenanthroline (Bphen), and 1,3,5-tris(N-phenyl-benzi-
midazol-2-yl) benzene (TPBi) are shown in Figure 1a. Parts b
and c of Figure 1 depict the fluorescence spectra of the mixed
films of m-MTDATA:70 mol % Bphen and m-MTDATA:50
mol % TPBi at room temperature (RT) and EL spectra of
devices A and D, respectively. The fluorescence spectra of neat
m-MTDATA, Bphen, and TPBi films are also shown for
comparison. Table 1 listed the device structures and EL
performances of devices A−D. Compared to the PL spectrum,
the EL spectra are slightly red-shifted. With an increase of the
Bphen-to-m-MTDATA molar ratio, a gradual red shift of the
EL spectrum of the Bphen devices is observed, as indicated in
Figure S1a in the Supporting Information (SI), while at a fixed
70 mol % Bphen molar ratio (device A), a gradual blue shift of
the EL spectrum with increasing drive bias was observed (see
Figure S1b in the SI). Generally, as the operating bias (i.e., the
electrical field) changed, the excitation density could be altered
accordingly. Therefore, blue emission originating from the
Bphen monomer would contribute to the measured EL spectra
with an increase of the bias. In addition, EL excitation is unlike
the PL process. That is, the former is produced from a
recombination between electrons on the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) of the acceptor ([LUMO]A) level

and holes on the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
of the donor ([HOMO]D) level, respectively,21,22 while the
latter comes from decay of an intermolecular CT excited state.
Both exciplex EL and PL emission are assigned to radiative
relaxation from the exciplex excited state to the ground state,
and the wavelength peaks can be expressed by the formula

ν ≅ − −h I A E(exciplex)max D A C (1)

where ID and AA denote the ionization potential of the donor
and electron affinity of the acceptor, respectively. EC expresses
the Coulombic attraction energy between D and A species.23,24

On the basis of random spin statistics, the PL efficiency of
the reported D:A exciplex is generally considered as a criterion
for confirming the singlet EL efficiency.25 When the singlet EL
efficiency is larger than 25%, the extra amount arising from the
contribution of triplet excitons must be considered. However,
this classic method is not always accurate for analysis of the
D:A exciplex system. Differing from the PL emission of the D
or A component, the exciplex PL emission involves with both
donor and acceptor levels. In m-MTDATA:Bphen mixed films,
there would be a difference of the CT rate between the D and
A singlet excitons and also a difference between the exciplex
and D:A monomer exciton. Therefore, the PL efficiency of the
mixed film cannot describe the radiative decay rate of the
exciplex properly. The PL efficiency with a change in the molar
ratio of Bphen/m-MTDATA blend films was measured by
using an integrating sphere. When the molar ratio of Bphen in
blend films is 20%, 50%, 70%, 80%, and 90%, the PL efficiency
of Bphen/m-MTDATA blend films is 26 ± 3%, 17 ± 3%, 15 ±
3%, 13 ± 2%, and 11 ± 2%, respectively. The EQE of the

Figure 2. (a) PL decay curves of mixed films of m-MTDATA:70 mol % Bphen at different temperatures and a m-MTDATA:50 mol % TPBi blend
film at RT. (b) Exciplex PL intensity dependence on laser fluence under excitation with a 365 nm pulsed laser at RT and with delay and integration
times of 10 ns and 10 μs, respectively. (c) EL decay curves of devices A, C, and D under electrical excitation with a 500 ns pulse width, a 1 kHz duty,
and 14 V bias. (d) PL decay curves of mixed films of m-MTDATA:70 mol % Bphen and a m-MTDATA:50 mol % TPBi blend film as well as a m-
MTDATA:70 mol % Bphen blend film at RT for comparison.
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devices, however, is lower for a 20 mol % Bphen device than for
a 50 mol % Bphen device. A similar case has also been observed
in our previous report.26 That is, the blend film with a lowest
acceptor molar ratio provides the highest exciplex PL efficiency.
It is, in general, very difficult to tell whether it is photo-
luminescence quantum yield (PLQY) or the charge balance
ratio that is responsible for the change in the EQE with a
change of the concentration. The CT rate of the Bphen exciton
is different from that of the m-MTDATA exciton because the
overlap between the HOMO levels of Bphen and m-MTDATA
is different from that between their LUMO levels.
The EQE of devices generally relies on four factors

depending on the formula

η η γη=EQE out fl fr (2)

where ηfr is the singlet formation ratio and the light-out
coupling efficiency (ηout) is considered to be 20−30%. The
fluorescence efficiency, ηfl, has a maximum value of unity; the
charge balance factor, γ, can also be assumed to be 1 if we
achieve better charge balance. When ηfl and EQE are
determined from PL measurement and the device performance,
we can get the singlet formation ratio

η η η γ= EQE/fr out fl (3)

Device A with 70 mol % Bphen offers a EQE of 7.79%, and a
singlet exciplex formation ratio is situated at a scope of 173.11−
259.66%, assuming a light-out coupling efficiency of 20−30%.27
Even for device C with an EQE of 5.49%, a singlet exciplex
efficiency of 107.64−161.47% can still be realized. We also note
that PL efficiencies of 26% and 28.5% for m-MTDATA/
3TPYMB and m-MTDATA/2,8-bis(diphenylphosphoryl)-
dibenzo[b,d]thiophene (PPT) films have been reported by
refs 9 and 28, respectively. The highest EQEs of these two
devices are 5.40% and 10%, while their singlet yields are
103.85% and 175.44% (assuming a light-out coupling efficiency
of 20%), respectively. Only when the donor and acceptor share
the same absorption coefficient and CT rate can the PL
efficiency indicate the radiative decay rate of a singlet exciplex,
which were neglected in previous reports.8,9,28

Figure 2a depicts PL decay curves of blend films with a 70
mol % Bphen at different temperatures. The decay curves
involve two decay components even at a very low temperature
of 13 K. The PL lifetime parameters at different temperatures
are listed in Table 2. With increasing temperature from 13 to
200 K, the composition of the delayed component (about 600−
700 ns) was decreased from 38.5 to 23.8% and completely
quenched at RT. The time-resolved PL spectrum of the mixed
film with 70 mol % Bphen at 77 K is shown in Figure 1d, in

which the time range covers both prompt and delayed lifetime
components of PL. As the delayed time increased from 100 ns
to 10 μs, a slight red shift of the PL spectrum is observed. The
small PL red shift and only two components in the PL lifetime
within a large temperature range proved the presence of a
ΔES−T value of near zero (13 kB ≈ 1.12 meV). As a result, we
can conclude that such a RISC process should easily take place
and hardly needs the aid of thermal activation. Figure 2b shows
a linear relationship between exciplex PL and excitation
fluencies in the whole detection time. The linear relationship
indicates the absence of a TTA process in our delayed exciplex
PL. The argument is further confirmed by the positive MEL
and MC results in relative devices.29

To figure out the limiting factors of the EQE and the origin
of the efficiency roll-off, the transient EL characteristics of the
devices with various D:A molar ratios and TPBi device systems
have been studied. Figure 2c indicates the EL decay curves of
devices A, C, and D under electrical excitation with a pulse
width of 500 ns, a pulse intensity of 14 V, and a duty of 1 kHz.
At the same time, the organic film thicknesses in the above
devices have been carefully optimized in order to precisely
compare the differences between the decay properties of the
four devices. In Figure 2d, the PL decay time is shorter for a 70
mol % Bphen film than for a 50 mol % TPBi film at RT. This
indicates that the TPBi device would have a better performance
than the Bphen device. The PL efficiency of a 50 mol % TPBi
film is about 17%, which is similar to that of a 50 mol % Bphen
film but much higher than that of a 70 mol % Bphen film. The
changes in the tendency of the PL efficiency in devices with
blend layers are quite opposite to those of the EQE (see Table
1). During optimization of the device process, we note that the
EL performances are quite sensitive to subtle modulations.
From the performances of devices B and C, we speculate that
the changes of the layer thickness would modulate the charge-
carrier balance. Because the carrier mobilities of m-MTDATA
and TPBi are almost identical (ca. 5.0 × 10−5 cm2/V·s), both
are lower than the electron mobility of Bphen (5.0 × 10−4cm2/
V·s).30−32 Furthermore, the m-MTDATA film can form ohmic
contact with an indium−tin oxide (ITO) anode, but the
electrons suffer from a large injection barrier from the cathode
to the blend emitting layer.33 A thick m-MTDATA layer in
device D and a thin Alq3 or BCP layer in devices A and D can
further modulate the charge equilibrium and greatly enhance
the EL performance. These results suggest that D:A exciplex
recombination is a fairly weak process and its decay channels
are sensitive to charge balance, which can be influenced by the
carrier mobility, D:A molar ratio, layer thickness, and other
operation conditions.
Figure 3 shows changes of the EQE, current efficiency, and

power efficiency with the current density for Bphen and TPBi
devices. From Figure 3 and Table 1, it is observed that the EQE
of device A with 70 mol % Bphen is higher than that of 50 mol
% TPBi. However, the PL efficiency of a m-MTDATA:70 mol
% Bphen film is lower than that of a m-MTDATA:50 mol %
TPBi film. It is seen that the PL efficiency of a D:A film deviates
far from the radiative decay rate of the exciplex. In Figure 2c
and Table 1, the EL decay curve of device D possesses more
long delayed components than those of device A, but device D
gives lower EL efficiency than device A. To figure out the
difference between the microcosmic processes of the two kinds
of devices, we further investigated magneto- and nonmagneto-
steady-state and -transient EL behaviors of devices A−D,
respectively. Figure 4a exhibits the EL profile of device A

Table 2. Lifetimes and Percentages of PL Components in a
m-MDTATA/70 mol % Bphen Film under 355 nm
Excitation (Instrument Response of 8−10 ns)

component 1 component 2

temperature/K time/ns % time/ns %

13 153.1375 0.61468 678.7404 0.38532
20 143.5348 0.64089 664.6802 0.35911
50 121.3562 0.59887 602.6111 0.40113
77 143.9379 0.673 73 721.0313 0.32627
100 106.4493 0.68266 634.8400 0.31734
200 109.0223 0.76200 658.6254 0.23800
293 25.60979 0.79547 181.2463 0.20453
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Figure 3. EL characteristics of the OLED devices A−D. (a) EQE versus current density of devices A−C. Inset: EQE versus brightness of device A.
(b) Current efficiency versus current density of devices A−C. (c) Power efficiency versus current density of devices A−C. (d) EQE versus current
density of device D. Inset: current and power efficiencies versus current density of device D.

Figure 4. (a) Transient EL intensity of device A as a function of different pulse widths. (b) EL profiles of device A under a 100 μs electrical pulse at
different pulse intensities. Inset: turn-off overshoot in the transient EL profile originating from the recombination of space charges. (c) Transient EL
profile with and without a 300 mT magnetic field excited by a 20 μs pulse width and a 9 V bias intensity. (d) MEL and MC of devices A−D as a
function of the magnetic field intensity at 3 V bias.
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featuring a long-lived turn-on overshoot and a short-lived turn-
off overshoot (inset of Figure 4b). As the pulse width increases
from 10 to 100 μs, a more obvious long-lived turn-on overshoot
appears. Traditionally, a host−guest system exhibits a long-lived
turn-on overshoot arising from carrier traps on the dopant
molecules or singlet−triplet annihilation.34 In addition, the
turn-on overshoot from the accumulation of triplet excitons
would be retained a very long time and decrease the EL
intensity.35 The turn-off overshoot in the host−guest system
usually originates from charge accumulation on emitter
molecules.36,37 Device A shows a long-lived turn-on overshoot,
as indicated in Figure 4a. We conjectured that the long-lived
turn-on overshoot arises from singlet−triplet annihilation
rather than carrier traps on the dopant molecules. When the
pulse intensity reaches 9 V, the turn-on overshoot becomes
lower than the exciplex EL intensity (Figure 4b) because more
unbalanced charges would be injected into the bulk emitting
layer under high pulse intensity, which effectively quenches the
triplet exciplex states.35 The turn-on overshoot is not observed
in devices B and D because of poor charge balance under low
bias. The turn-off overshoot of device A shown in Figure 4b is
also observed in devices B and D, which originates from the
recombination of trapped charges after pulse turn-off (see the
SI combined with Figure S4).38

From Figure 4c,d, both MEL and MC retain permanent
positive values and monotonously increase with the magnetic
field intensity at a low bias of 3 V. MEL should change with
either the bias voltage or the current density in TTA
conditions. However, all of our devices exhibit positive MEL
and MC in the range of 3−9 V, corresponding to a current
density between 0 and 100 mA/cm2 (see Figure S5b in the SI).
The result illuminates the presence of a large MEL intensity
even in the device with a small ΔES−T. All of the interaction
involving the spin of the particle could be reduced by an
applied magnetic field, such as TTA and polaron exciton
quenching. To the D:A exciplex system, the polaron can
observably quench the long-lived singlet and triplet exciplexes.
When singlet and triplet exciplexes contribute to the EL
intensity, an applied magnetic field would suppress the
quenching effect and positive MEL can be achieved. Both
MEL and MC are lower for device A than for device D. This
indicates that heavy polaron quenching of the singlet and triplet
exciplexes exists in device D because of poor charge
balance.36,39,40 The poor charge balance also leads to a larger
efficiency roll-off, as shown in Figure 3d. Meanwhile, the large
permanent positive values of MEL and MC imply that the

poloron exciplex interaction is a dominant process in our D:A
system, while the TTA process at least is not a significant decay
channel for the triplet exciplex state.41

To understand the effect of the molar ratio of Bphen on the
charge balance in the bulk-heterojunction device, we further
studied the transient EL behavior of the devices with different
m-MTDATA-to-Bphen molar ratios. All of the transient EL
processes exhibit the same characteristics with an average
lifetime of ca. 0.3−0.5 μs, and the representative results are
shown in Figure S4a in the SI (also see Figure 2c). In a
comparison of all of the EL results under different pulse biases,
subtle differences in the decay curves could be obtained as
follows. (a) Exciplex EL suffers from poor charge balance in the
devices with 50−70 mol % Bphen. Under electrical excitation of
a 20 μs electrical pulse, the EL lifetimes contain a hundreds of
nanoseconds decay component, which comes from exciplex
scattering induced by free polarons (Figure 5a). (b) Because
devices with 50−70 mol % Bphen are excited by a 20 μs
electrical pulse, a microsecond component is found in all device
EL decay curves. The long component originates from exciplex
scattering induced by trapped polarons. (c) The average decay
times of all devices are shortened under a high pulse intensity.
These results tell us that a high electric field provides a large
amount of space charge, resulting in a fast decay of exciplex EL
(Figure 5b).
In conclusion, two series exciplex devices consisting of m-

MTDATA:Bphen and m-MTDATA:TPBi mixed films based
on the RISC mechanism were addressed. A maximum EQE of
7.79% for the optimized device with m-MTDATA:70 mol %
Bphen was extracted. The EQE was increased by 3.2 and 1.5
times at 10 mA/cm2 over that reported by refs 9 and28,
respectively. The achievement of high efficiency is mainly
ascribed to a ΔES−T value of around zero. Besides, the study on
the transient EL process reveals the presence of unbalanced
charge in excited exciplex EL devices so that low EQE and
serious efficiency roll-off are observed. From a comparison of
the exciplex PL and EL processes, we found that intermolecular
exciplex emission is quite sensitive to the charge imbalance.
The charge imbalance can arise from the difference between the
hole and electron carrier mobility, D:A molar ratio, layer
thickness, and other operation conditions. The EL device with
poor charge balance suffers greatly from singlet exciplex
quenching induced by polaron and triplet states. Positive
MEL and MC of our devices suggest that the TTA process is
not a significant decay channel of triplet exciplex states. Large
MEL indicates that heavy polaron quenching of the singlet and

Figure 5. (a) EL lifetime components under electrical excitation with a 20 μs pulse width and different pulse intensities and (b) average EL excited-
state lifetimes as a function of the electric field of a device with various molar ratios between m-MTDATA:Bphen in device of ITO/m-MTDATA (20
nm) m-MTDATA: 20−90 mol % Bphen (27 nm)/Bphen (20 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (80 nm).
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triplet exciplexes is responsible for large efficiency roll-off in the
TPBi device. Our studies could open a new development route
for the design of a new type of exciplex OLED and selection of
new materials for a delayed-fluorescence device based on the
RISC mechanism.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
OLED devices were fabricated using precleaned ITO-coated glass
substrates with a sheet resistance of 15 Ω/cm2 and an ITO thickness
of 150 nm. They were patterned so that the OLED devices had a pixel
size of 9 mm2. The small molecule and cathode layers were thermally
evaporated using the multiple-source organic molecule deposition
method. PL spectra and efficiency of all of the films and EL spectra
were determined by a FLS9800 fluorescence spectrometer.
PLQY measurements were carried out using a simplified method

developed by Pal̊sson and Monkman.42 The thicknesses of all
measured organic films were 100 nm. Measurement errors were
evaluated from film degradation and system error.
After fabrication, the devices were immediately placed on a Teflon

stage between the poles of an electromagnet for both EL and MEL
(also MC) transient and steady-state measurements. The magnetic
field was perpendicular to the current. In the steady-state measure-
ment, a Keithley 2612 sourcemeter was used to provide a constant
voltage from one channel. The light output of the devices was
collected by a lens coupled with an optic fiber (2 m) connected to a
Hamamatsu photomultiplier. The photomultiplier was placed far away
from the electromagnet and was connected to another channel of the
Keithley 2612 sourcemeter to record the EL intensity signals. The
setup of the transient test was the same as that in our previous
works.10,41 All of the EL measurements were carried out at RT under
ambient conditions. It should be mentioned that the performance
drifts of the devices are negligible during transient measurement, while
the drift could not be ignored during the steady-state test.
In order to minimize the influence from the EL drift, we used a

procedure similar to that introduced by Desai et al. in which the zero-
field EL was inserted before and after the B-field EL measurement.43

Then MEL was calculated by the formula

= Δ = −B N N NMEL EL/EL [EL( , ) EL(0, )]/EL(0, )

where EL(B,N) is the B-field EL intensity in the Nth step and EL(0,N)
is the average value of the two zero-field ELs [EL(0,N1) and
EL(0,N2)]. Exemplary data of primary measurements of MEL and MC
are depicted in Figure S5 in the SI.
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